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ABSTRACT 

T& effects of molecufar PeOrientatiOKIS between three XKiequZ3l 

potentidf. wells on the quadrupole relaxation of nuclei, both taking 

part in this motion directly and being COMeCted with m0ViJ.Q atomic 

groups by the non-v&Lent interaction have been considered theosetic- 

ally, The results of this consideration have been used for a quan- 

titative interpretation of ihe experimental data obtained by the 

35cl WI@ techniques for the C13P=NCCl(CP3)2 crystal where the mo- 

tion of the asymmetric CCl(CF9)2 fragment between three unequal 

wells has been observed. 

IW!RODUCTION 

In the last time some NMR experimental data concerning non-quad- 

apole nuclei ia crystals have been succesfully interpreted (refs*l,2) 

on the basis of models which take in account molecular Jumps between. 

equilibrium sites corresponding to unequal minima of the potential 

energy (refs. 2, 3). It has been shown that such a motion leads to 

some important peculiarities of the experiment&. data display in com- 

parison with the equal-well motion (ref. 4). For some crysta~.s con- 

taining asymmetric tetrahedral molecular frqrnents of the t-y-p w2, 

the nuclear quadrupole resonance (I%@) experimental results exist 

(refs. 5, 6) which can be considered as connected with reorientatio- 

nal motions between unequal wells, too, The present paper deals with 

the reorientational motion of the CC1(CP3)2 fragment between three 

inequivalent positions in the ClgP=NGCl(CF3)2 crystal. The study of 

this crystal m&es it possible to investigate the influence of the 

reorientations between Unequal wells on the NW spectrum and the 
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Fig. 1. Three well orientation potential energy profils for the frag- 
ment CCl(CF3)2 in the C13P=NCCl(CF3)2 crystal. The forms I and II 

correspond to differnt stable conformations of isolated molecule, 
the form III is accepted to describe the actual reorientational 
motion in the crystal. 

quadrupole spin-lattice relaxation of moving nuclei. Moreover, the 

effect of the CC1(CP3)2 fragment motion on the quadrupole spin-lat- 

tice relaxation of the RX3 group chlorine nuclei coMected with the 

moving atomic group by nonvalent interactions has been found, For 

both situations mentioned the theoretical consideration is given in 

the next section. 

The form of the orientation potential energy function which is 

to be used to describe the reorientation&l motion of the CCl(CP3)2 

fragment is determined both by its own symmetry and its environmznf 

symmetry. For an isolated C13P=NCC1(CP3)2 molecule, which has the 

angle PNC near to 120°, the two potential functions I and II (Pig.?) 
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would be suitable for two possible molecular conformations; according 

to that, the reorientational motion in question would be determined 

by three different barriers. But the molecules aze not isolated. The 

crystal structure and the molecular conformation being not known, 

we coul_dn% take into account all the factors determing the form of 

the potential curve. So, for the experimental data interpretation, 

the only thing we could do was to accept the most simple model III, 

which has been used by Anderson (ref. 3) to discuss some IYMR data. 

Owing to the fact that the values of the accepted model parameters 

obtained from our independent NQR experiments and from the "9, NMR 

data (see (ref. 7) > are very near to one another, our choice of the 

model proved to be reasonable. 

THEORY 

Reorientation mechanism of the quadrupole spin-lattice relaxation 

for nuclei moving between unequal wells 

Theoretical consideration of the direct effect of slow reorient- 

ations between unequal wells on the nuclear quadrupole spin-lattice 

relaxation has been carried out in accordance with the approach 

developed in (refs. 8, 9). 

Consider the reorientations of a MXY2 type fragment in the poten- 

tial of the form I (Fig. 1). The following notations will be usedt 

wA0 = WAC’ k-exp[-(E +A)/RT] = W, 

WgA= WcA = kexp(-E/RT)r w2 

%C = WC8 = k. exp[- (E iA,)/R Tj 5 W3 

with the same constant k that gives 

For the moving nuclei with the spin 3/Z (for example, 35Cl) in the 

case of the axially symmetric electric field gradient (EFG) tensor 

the rate equations are 

(3) 
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Here M 
$ 3 
= %/2 

9 
+ fl-ffi 

3 3 
- vL3/2 - =-3/z is the population differ- 

ences between the states 2 l/2 and + 3/2, and 6?2=~f~)~3COS2~-f) 

is the second range Legendre polynomial, J being the angle between 

the principal. 8xes 2 and 2' of the EFG tensor in positions 3 and 

3' respectively. In HQR the observed quantity which describes the 

time dependence of the quadrupole spin-system longitudinal magneti- 

zation due to the spin-lattice relexati_on process is n('f)wZ~ ' (see, 

for exemple,ref. 10). So one gets from (3) 
3 

where the factors Q and the relaxation constants T, are determined 

as follows: 

L@(L+w,p,+\/ L2 + 2w,w,p,z) (5) 
R 

?,2= 
i 
zwp,2+(LE 

(6) 

with L 2 Wf-(lb) W2 - (q/2)M/j cf- P,) 
If J! is the tetrahedral angle (which is a practically interest- 

ing case), we have P2 = - 113 and, taking in account (21, we obtain 

where f.+L/W, 

The expressions (7)-(11) are valid also in the case where A,<0 

(Fig. '?, the form II). 

It may be noted that in the case of equal wells (~=a,=0 and 

Lyt 
=w2= WA= w) one has C$ =0 end n(t) becemes a single 

expotential with 2, =(3/8)v?as it is seen from (4) end (8). This re- 

sult is the same as in ref. 9 where T,=(3/4)Z with Z =(?/2)w? 

in the case where A,=O, that is the potential curve III (Fig-l) 

t&es place which has been treated by Anderson (ref. 3) for the nuc- 



Fig. 2. Plots of the factors a @q.(8)) vs. oc= A/RT for the 
case of the tetrahedral angle j . i - a,, 2 -U,. 

Fig. 3. Plots of the relaxation constants Ti 
the case of the tetrahedral-angle p . !Q 

@q.(9)) vs.c%= A/RT for 
is expressed in the 

units of 2' W2)vg i - T,l , 2 - 7p . 

lear magnetic relaxation, the form of Eqs, (7) - (8) remained with 

L,=i- aea (ref. 11) . Let us consider the factors Q and the 

relaxation constants T, a.s functions of a zd/RT in thiscase 
(pigs. 2 and 3 respectively). On the conditionjocj.1 (i.e.lal> RI)) 
one sees (Fig. 2) that the factors Q, and a2 have the absolute va- 

lues near to one another and practically do not depend on OC. As to 

the relaxation constants T,' and T,' , they behave very differently 

(fig, 3): for the positive A and OLS'I the value of r,' increases ex- 
ponentially with d but the value of TIE remains nearly constant. 

For A>> RT (that is *>>I) we obtain from (8) 

+ ~.__L = 
20 29 

2G-e"I2 

ii 
T,' = 6.L = 

7 2LA/2 
$z 

(9) 

(10) 

where 



Therefore in the case considered on condition A>, BT {practically 

A- RI) is sufficient) one comes to the following two conclUsionsr 

1) Spjn-lattice relaxation process csn be describe_d by the single 

exponential decay curve with the relaxation time T, !! (as in the 

case of the reorientations between equal wells, that is for a =O>. 

2) The relaxation time T+S depends only on the smalller potent- 

ial barrier E, 

It means that in the case of the slow reorientations of an atomic 

group containing the quadrupole nuclei between three unequal wells 

of the form III (Fig. 'l) with A'>RT, the measurements of the tem- 

perature dependence of the quadrupole spin-lattice relaxation of 

these nuclei give information about the smaller potential barrier 

value. 

Modulation mechanism of quadrupole spin-lattice relaxation due to 

reorientations of neighbouring atomic groups between Unequal wells 

The reorientations of an atomic group in a crystal can influence 

the relaxation of the neighbouring quadrupole nuclei by means of the 

modulation of magnetic and electric interactions. For the nuclei with 

the large value of quadrupo3.e interactions (for example, the halogen 

nuclei in the covalent bonds in contrast with the nitrogen ones 

(ref. 12))it can be shown {ref. 'l3) that the modulation of the elec- 

tric quadrupole interaction is essentielly more effective relaxation 

mechanism than the magnetic interaction modulation. This relaxation 

mechanism for equal-well reorientations has been discussed in ref. I4, 

In the case of the potenti& curve III (Fig, '1) the contribution of 

the mechanism in question to the relaxation rate can be expressed 

as follows (ref. 13): 

Here 9 is theZZ-component of the full EFG tensor on the quadrupole 

nucleus considered and 9 is the ZZ -component of the EFG part on 

this nucleus due to the moving neighbouring group in question; Ps 

snd pB(c> 
ape the steady-state probabilities to find this group in 

positionS A and B (or C); To, and ?&are correlation times; 

and 
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(13) 

where z, is the pre-exponential Arrenius' factor. 

In the practically interesting case where A>> RT, it follows from 

(12) and (13): 

(14) 

where A , E, and 2, are the parameters of the motion between une- 

qual potential wells. The expression of (T,)-Aod given by (14) 
is qualitatively analogous to that in Anderson's magnetic relaxation 

theory (ref. 3) and gives the curve T,(T) with the asymmetric minimum, 

E;XPERIMENTAL RiEXJIES AND DISCUSSION 

The 35Cl NQR spectrum in the crystal C13P=NCC1(CF3)2 at 7'7 K 

consists of four lines (ref. 15) (29.075, 29.325, 31.045, ami 37,482 
MHz), the first three of them belonging to the chlorine nuclei in the 

PC13 group and the fourth to the chlorine in the C-Cl bond. Our ex- 

perimental data show that the spin-lattice relaxation process of the 

chlorine nuclei in question is described by a single time exponential. 

The temperature dependences of the resonance frequencies and the re- 

laxation times T,,, which have been measured for all the chlorine 

nuclei using the technique (ref. g), are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. 

The exponential temperature dependence of I, above 77 K for the 

chlorine nuclei in the C-Cl bonds (the line 1 in Fig. 5) and the 
fading out of their resonance signal at Ta125 K (Pig. 4) point to 

the existance of a reorientation process which can only be the re- 

orientation of the asvetric CCl(CF3)2 fragment around the C-R bond 

between inequivalent pOSitiOnS. This fact is proved by the behaviour 

of the chlorine N&R signals from the.PC13 group: the existence of 

these sign&s up to T -190 Ic indicates the absence of the whole mo- 

lecule reorientations in the temperature range considered (77 i 125K)- 



Pig, 4, Temperature dependence of the 34Cl ETQR frequencies in the 
C13P=Hcxz1(cI?3)2 crystalt A- the C&C bond; 2,3,4- the CL-P bonds, 

Fig. 5. Temperature dependence of t;he 3' Cl spin-lattice relaxation 
time T1 j.n the C13P=NCC1CCp3)2 crystal: I-the Cl-C bond; 2-the Cl-P 

The dotted lines represents separate contributions 
r&e produced by libration (a), modulation 

(b) 
(143, 

and reorientation (c) mechanisms and calculated from EQS, (16), 
and (17) respectively, The solid fines 2 and 2 axe res ect;ively 

obtained from Eqs, ('IO), (?'I) with E~2.4 kcal/rnole and Eqs. P 15) with 
the folIo%~ir&g parameter values: 
c1/Q=zzs* =L95.108 S; q' /q =0.05; 2, 

E= 2.30 kc al/mole ; A ='I.~4'kcal/mole; a= 2.03'10-3 

XL= 2.05; b =: 1.1V09 s-'; v, = 4.8 keal/mole, 
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According to the I9 F NhiR experimental data (ref,7),at these tempera- 

tures the CF3 group reorientations, which could influence the relaxa- 

tion of the chlorine nuclei in the CCl(CF5)2 fragment,are absent too 

(these.reorientations have only been observed above 150 K), 

To discuss the experimental data obtained we accept the model III 

(Fig-l) of th e orientation potential curve (see Introduction). Then 

the single exponential character of the relaxation for the chlorine 

nuclei in the C-Cl bonds leads to the conclusion that the inequality 

Ar>RT takes place (see the previous section). 

The temperature dependence T,(T) for one of the chlorine nuclei of 

the El3 group is shown in Fig.5, curve 2; this curve corresponds to 

the resonance line 2 in Pig.4. For the other two chlorine nuclei in 

the PC13 group the curves T.,(T) are similar in character and situated 

near to the curve 2. The character of the T,(T) function in question 

is due to the existence of three relaxation mechanisms giving differ- 

ent contributions at different temperatures: the libration mechanism 

which is most effective at the temperatures below -85K; the modul- 

ation mechanism which manifests itself in the temperature range 

80< T<130 K; and the reorientation mechanism (reorientations of the 

symmetric PC15 group around P=N bond (ref. 16) with the barrier V, 

which lead to the fading of the NQ,R signals near 190 K) which becomes 

predominant at T >I30 K. So we have 

where 

(‘15) 

(17) 

is given by (14). 

According to the temperature range in which the modulation mecha- 

nism manifests itself,it is due to the reorientations of the asymme- 

tric CC1(CF3)2 fragment. The nonvalent contacts between the frag- 

ments which make the modulation effect possible are of the interno- 

lecular origin which is proved by the identical character of the mo- 

dulation effect for all the chlorine atoms of the PC13 group.It may 

be considered as a confirmation of our decision to use the simple 

model III (Fig. 1) when processing our experimental results quantita- 

tively. To do it, we apply the theoretical results obtained in the 

previous section. Equations (IO), (11) and (l'c>-(17) permit to find 
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the parameters of the observed motion between unequal wells from the 

independent NQR experimental data. The solid lines 1 and 2 in Pig.5 
have been drown using the best fit motion parameters, the values of 

which are given in the figure caption. Dotted lines in Pig.5 show the 

contributions of three relaxation mechanisms (see Eq.(l5)) in the ca- 

se of the chlorine nuclei in the PC13 group. 

TABLE1 

Activation parameters for the reorientations of the CC1(CF3)2 frag- 
ment in the C13P=NCC1(CP3)2 crystal 

Method of the 
investigation 

Barriers, kc&l/mole z* 9 s 
E A 

35Cl-C N&a, TI 2.4 

35C1-P NQR, TI 2~3 1.9 1.7'10-13 

lgF RhW (ref.?), TI and M2 2.2 2.0 1.7=10-'3 

The activation parameters of the CC1(CP3)2 group reorientations 

obtained from our NQR and from NMR (ref.7) data are given in the 

Table ?. The good coicidence of the independently obtained results 

shows that the model accepted has been choosen in a resonable manner, 
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